
Monitor
The Volicon Media Intelligence service
Monitor broadcast quality, report faults and use full  
recording to instantly review the impact of detected errors.
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With Monitor, broadcasters and other content 
providers can incorporate digital video monitoring and 
logging technology to their multiscreen, multiplatform 
delivery models effectively and economically.

While realizing new outlets for distribution and added opportunities for revenue generation, 
content providers and distributors also must deal with complex new delivery infrastructures and 
the task of assuring the integrity and quality of content through distribution to the target device. 

With 24 x 7 monitoring and notification capabilities, users 
can monitor broadcast quality, report faults, respond to 
issues, and use full recording to instantly review the impact 
of detected errors. Monitor will alarm and record quality 
impairments, such as black screen or static screen, silent 
audio, missing closed captions and DPI events.

Monitor puts the footage at the users’ fingertips,  
converting analysis time into productive time. Monitor 
improves a viewer’s quality of experience by analyzing  
logged content continuously for a variety of signal faults. With 
flexible, individually settable alert thresholds, notifications are 
delivered via email or SNMP traps. The quality measurement 
thresholds are configured per channel to optimize 
performance and error reporting. 

Multiviewer options
Multiviewer enables users to view multiple programs on a 
network wall and use the desktop interface to target and 
begin inspecting or troubleshooting a suspect stream without 
delay. In executive offices and board rooms, the integration 
of the streaming media player into a multiviewer monitoring 
model enables a host of valuable monitoring and review 
opportunities for both real-time and recorded broadcasts. 
Multiviewer with record capabilities allows users to view the 
same multiple programs on a network wall, but also record 
content for review and analysis.

� 24 x 7

Key features 
• Multiviewer offers valuable monitoring and review  

opportunities of both real-time and recorded broadcasts

• Visual, SNMP and email notifications

• Multiviewer with recording offers similar monitor and review 
capabilities with the added benefit of recording

• Quality of experience measurement for black and static 
screen, missing audio

• NAVE decoding, logging and alerting ratings assurance tool

• AFD monitoring

• Export with overlay burning

Key benefits
• Marriage of monitoring + recording

• Multiviewer with recording

• Fault log with content recording

• Frame accurate review of content and results

• Scalable and remote monitoring – able to operate  
on a global WAN

• Effective central monitoring

• Content can be monitored anywhere in the world with ease


